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Abstract: The next-generation Event Horizon Telescope (ngEHT) will provide us with the best opportu-
nity to investigate supermassive black holes (SMBHs) at the highest possible resolution and sensitivity.
With respect to the existing Event Horizon Telescope (EHT) array, the ngEHT will provide increased
sensitivity and uv-coverage with the addition of new stations, wider frequency coverage (from 86 GHz to
345 GHz and higher), finer resolution (< 15 micro-arcseconds), and better monitoring capabilities. This
will offer a unique opportunity to deeply investigate the physics around SMBHs, such as the disk-jet
connection, the mechanisms responsible for high-energy photon and neutrino events, the role of magnetic
fields in shaping relativistic jets, as well as the nature of binary SMBH systems. In this white paper we
describe some ngEHT science cases in the context of multi-wavelength studies and synergies.

Keywords: Very long baseline interferometry (VLBI); supermassive black holes; active galactic nuclei;
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1. Introduction

Cosmic systems powered by accretion onto supermassive black holes (SMBHs) are the
most intense sources of energy in the universe. The tremendous power they generate manifests
in a variety of forms: electromagnetic waves from radio to γ-ray wavelengths, ultra-energetic
particles, strong magnetic fields, and plasma jets propelled outwards at near-light speeds.
There is now firm evidence that SMBHs lie at the hearts of nearly all galaxies. The first direct
measurements of the sizes and masses of SMBHs have been obtained with the Event Horizon
Telescope (EHT) at 230 GHz for the radio galaxy M87 (MBH = 6.5 ± 0.7×109MSun, [1]) and
the Milky Way black hole, SgrA* (MBH ≈4×106MSun, [2]), which show consistency with the
predictions of general relativity spanning over three orders of magnitude in central mass.
Systems where matter falls into the black hole at a high rate create the phenomenon of active
galactic nuclei (AGNs). The masses of black holes in AGNs range from less than 1 million to
roughly 10 billion solar masses [e.g., 3,4]. The luminosity of the jets can be as high as ∼ 1015

times that of the sun.
AGNs with powerful jets are rare in the universe, so most lie at distances of hundreds

of millions or billions of light-years from the Earth. Much of their light comes from regions
of similar size as our solar system. This extremely compact nature, combined with the great
distances involved, causes these regions to appear extremely small on the sky. Observations
designed to study AGNs therefore require telescopes with extraordinary resolving power.
Furthermore, the extremely luminous emission, and thus the physical conditions that create
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Figure 1. Composite image of M87 as seen across the entire electromagnetic spectrum during the 2017
EHT observing campaign, adapted from [9] under the terms of the CC BY 3.0 licence. For each image, the
instrument, the observing wavelength, and the scale are shown next to it. The frequency-wavelength scale
at the bottom indicates the location of each instrument in the electromagnetic spectrum. Image credit: The
EHT Multi-wavelength Science Working Group; the EHT Collaboration; ALMA (ESO/NAOJ/NRAO);
the EVN; the EAVN Collaboration; VLBA (NRAO); the GMVA; the Hubble Space Telescope; the Neil
Gehrels Swift Observatory; the Chandra X-ray Observatory; the Nuclear Spectroscopic Telescope Array;
the Fermi-LAT Collaboration; the MAGIC collaboration; the VERITAS collaboration; NASA an ESA.

it, are highly variable in time. Because of these two factors, instruments that probe the nature
of AGNs and their jets must provide ultra-fine resolution imaging, as well as the ability to
monitor rapid changes in the images.

Such opportunities and capabilities will be offered in the near future by the next-generation
Event Horizon Telescope (ngEHT). The main ngEHT goal is to upgrade and enhance the
current capabilities of the EHT array by adding more than 10 new stations, improving the
image dynamic range by ∼ 2 orders of magnitude, enabling simultaneous multi-frequency
observations up to 345 GHz and possibly higher frequencies, including polarization capabilities
at all frequencies, and quadrupling the observing bandwidth [5]. The ngEHT will have an
angular resolution of ∼ 10 − 15 micro-arcseconds (µas), reaching linear scales of a fraction of
a light-year. Moreover, the development of new super-resolution algorithms [e.g. 6–8], will
allow the smallest features resolved by the ngEHT to be further improved by a factor up to
∼ 3. Observations at 86 GHz will also be included, which are expected to be important for
understanding the connection between the photon ring and inner jet. The ngEHT project
development and implementation will consist of two phases. The first phase is based on the
instrument design and site selection, and is expected to be concluded by the end of 2023. The
second phase will consist of the actual construction and commissioning of the ngEHT array,
expected to be fully operational by 2030, with gradual deployment over 2026-2030.

2. Science cases

The EHT has already demonstrated the power of multi-wavelength (MWL) synergies for
characterizing the underlying physics and emission mechanisms in AGNs, by means of an
intensive multi-wavelength observing campaign of M87 conducted in 2017 with 19 different
observing facilities (Fig. 1, EHT MWL Science Working Group et al. [9]). In this section, we
describe some potential science cases for the ngEHT in the context of MWL studies.
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2.1. Disk-Jet connection

The ngEHT will allow us to determine the jet’s profile starting at its origin in the vicinity
of a SMBH, the location and its effect on the jet and length of the jet flow’s acceleration and
collimation zone (ACZ), and the location of the Bondi radius (inside of which the SMBH’s
gravitational influence is important). This will provide crucial insights toward understanding
the connection and interplay between the jet, accretion disk, and black hole. Currently, the
jet-disk connection has only been reported for two radio galaxies, 3C 120 [10–12] and 3C 111
[13,14]. Both these radio galaxies possess relativistic jets with apparent speeds of ∼5c [15].
They exhibit X-ray properties similar to Seyfert galaxies, which implies that the X-ray emission
is produced in the accretion disk (plus its “corona” of hot electrons) in the vicinity of the SMBH.
Monitoring with the Very Long Baseline Array (VLBA) at 43 GHz and X-ray satellites (RXTE,
Swift, and Suzaku) established a connection between X-ray flux variations and emergence of new
superluminal emission features (“knots”) in the jet: appearances of new knots are preceded by
dips in the X-ray luminosity. This X-ray/radio connection conclusively demonstrates a link
between changes in accretion disk structure and powerful ejection events. Moreover, there is a
similarity with the behavior of X-ray binary systems (“microquasars”), allowing comparisons
that are important for generalizing insights obtained regarding the origin of relativistic jets in
both types of systems [16].

The innermost jet profile and its evolution with distance from the SMBH are key factors
to understand the jet collimation and acceleration. Recently, a number of studies have been
devoted to this topic. Kovalev et al. [17] have performed a search for transitions in the jet shape
in a sample of radio-loud AGNs (367 sources) at 15 and 1.4 GHz. The authors have found that,
for nearby AGNs (redshift z <0.07), 10 out of 29 jets exhibit a transition from a parabolic to a
conical shape. They concluded that the transition in geometry is perhaps a common feature of
AGNs jets, but can be observed only when sufficient linear resolution is achieved. The authors
also suggested that the jet transition occurs when the particle kinetic energy becomes equal
to the energy of the magnetic field, while the Bondi radius position is governed by ambient
medium pressure and may not coincide with the transition break. Casadio et al. [18] have
analyzed stacked VLBI images at 86 and 43 GHz of BL Lacertae (BL Lac, z=0.069) and found
that its jet expands with a conical geometry, with a higher expansion rate between ∼5 and
10 pc (de-projected) from the BH. They proposed that the transition in the profile is connected
with a change of the external pressure at the location of the Bondi radius (∼3.3×105Rg).

The high-resolution ngEHT capabilities will allow direct imaging of these regions, tracing
the jet down to the expected accretion disk and the areas where the jet is ejected and colli-
mated in several AGNs. Such images and the studies they allow in combination with MWL
observations, will provide decisive information for constructing and testing theoretical models.

2.2. Nature of the VLBI core

VLBI images of blazar jets, the most extreme objects in the family of AGNs, are dominated
by a compact feature known as the "core". The nature of the core remains an open question,
mostly because of optical depth effects and the limited angular resolution of VLBI arrays.
At wavelengths longer than ∼ 7 mm, the core is optically thick and essentially unresolved,
probably representing the area in the jet where the optical depth is ∼ 1. At 0.8-3 mm, where
the resolution is higher and the core is optically thin, it should represent a physical structure
in the jet’s acceleration/collimation zone, such as a standing shock [20], kink in the jet flow,
site of magnetic reconnection (Fig. 2), or some other phenomenon. The EHT Collaboration has
already imaged the core region of the blazar 3C 279, finding it to be dynamic, with a puzzling
multi-component structure [21]. The ngEHT will provide the data needed to make MWL
movies to follow the motions, and perhaps the formation, of the components. This will lead to
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Figure 2. Sketch of the innermost jet region in blazars (image credit: A.Marscher).

an understanding of the core, the brightest feature seen in relativistic jets, and how it connects
to the SMBH and its accretion disk.

A particularly important diagnostic of the nature of the core is its polarization. For
example, a standing conical shock is expected to display a radial linear polarization pattern for
viewing angles very close to the jet axis [22], a pattern that can be distinguished by the ngEHT.
A kink can develop from an instability of a helical field, which has the signature of a rotation
measure gradient across the jet [e.g., 23] that can be detected at the resolution of the ngEHT.
Magnetic reconnection can occur where the jet’s magnetic field is highly turbulent, with low
polarization and chaotic position angles of polarization across the jet. They can also originate
where the magnetic field lines form loops that are stretched parallel to the jet, in which case the
linear polarization vectors should lie transversely to the jet.

2.3. Spine-Sheath Structure

High-frequency synchrotron peaked (HSP) blazars, such as Mrk 421 and Mrk 501, rep-
resent a long-standing problem: reconciling extreme luminosities of Tera-electronvolt (TeV)
gamma rays, which require high relativistic Doppler beaming factors, with low apparent speeds
observed in microwave VLBI images [known as “Doppler crisis”; e.g., 15,24]. One of the most
favored models to resolve the Doppler crisis involves the presence of transverse structure in
the jet, with an extremely fast (Lorentz factor > 20) inner spine surrounded by a slower outer
sheath [e.g. 25]. This would produce distinctive observable signatures in VLBI images, such as
limb brightening, especially in linearly polarized intensity, with electric-vector position angles
(EVPAs) that are transverse to the jet. All of these signatures have already been observed in
the jets of both Mrk 421 and Mrk 501 [e.g. 26–28], as well as in other blazars [e.g. 23,29,30].
However, as it was previously mentioned, very-high angular resolution and sensitivity are
needed to resolve the transverse structure in the innermost jet regions, and which will become
routinely available with the ngEHT. In fact, for the case of Centaurus A, EHT observations
at 228 GHz have revealed a highly collimated, asymmeytrically edge-brightened jet together
with a fainter counterjet [31]. In addition, a spine-sheath structure was recently detected in
the bright quasar 3C 273 with the fine resolution of space-VLBI RadioAstron observations at
wavelengths of 18 and 6 cm [32]. At 18 cm, the jet exhibited limb-brightening that had not
previously been seen in this source. At 6 cm, emission from the central stream of plasma was
imaged, with a spatial distribution complementary to the limb-brightened emission, which
indicates the presence of a spine. Regular monitoring with high resolution and sensitivity is
needed to determine the jet stratification structure and its evolution. Such observations do not
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Figure 3. Equatorial slice of a binary SMBH system in the corotating frame interpolated on the Black Hole
Accretion Code (BHAC) adaptive mesh grid. The colorscale shows the spacetime lapse function and the
arrows the shift vector.

yet exist, but will be possible with the ngEHT, which will allow measurements of apparent
speeds across the jets of several HSP blazars.

2.4. Supermassive Binary Black Holes

Binary SMBH systems represent a natural product of hierarchical galaxy formation and
merger events. Currently, one of the best candidates for hosting a binary SMBH system is
OJ 287, a bright blazar showing quasi-periodic variability patterns in its optical light-curve
that could be explained as the result of the secondary SMBH impacting the accretion disk of
a primary one [33,34]. However, alternative scenarios to the binary SMBH system can also
explain the variability pattern [e.g., 35].

Moreover, according to current theoretical models, when the system reaches an orbital
separation of 0.1-10 parsec the dynamical processes that drive the coalescence of the two
SMBHs cease to be effective and inhibit the merging process. This is known as “the final parsec
problem”. The ngEHT, with a resolution finer than ∼ 15 µas, will represent a unique opportu-
nity to detect and spatially resolve from tens to hundreds sub-parsec binary SMBH systems
(see Pesce et al. [36] for more details about the statistics and the expected detections). Spatially
resolving such binary SMBH systems would provide the ultimate proof of their existence.
With its monitoring capabilities, the ngEHT will allow us to determine and characterize the
orbital parameters of such tight binary systems, whose orbital periods are expected to range
from months to a few years, and fully resolve their orbital motion. This is currently being
investigated in set of numerical simulations by using the Black Hole Accretion Code [BHAC,
37], see Fig. 3.

Ongoing and upcoming large surveys in the optical to X-ray bands (e.g., the European-
Chinese X-ray mission Einstein Probe) will provide prime lists of new binary SMBH candidates,
among which the best-suited ones can be followed up with the ngEHT to check the source
association and measure the orbital parameters. Moreover, the ngEHT high-resolution obser-
vations would also represent an important resource for future gravitational wave detectors,
both ground-based like the pulsar timing arrays (PTAs) and space-based like the Laser Interfer-
ometer Space Antenna (LISA), sensitive to the low-frequency band of the gravitational-wave
spectrum expected from binary supermassive black holes.
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2.5. High-energy and neutrino events

Blazars are very efficient cosmic accelerators and have been proposed as the possible
source of several past high-energy neutrino events, although the production mechanisms
and the precise region(s) where they form are still unknown [38]. The identification itself
of the astrophysical counterparts of high-energy neutrinos is not straightforward (see e.g.
[39]), and in this context the ngEHT could be helpful in two ways. On one hand, the high-
resolution mm-wavelength ngEHT observations will allow us to identify and constrain the
region(s) responsible for the neutrino production by tracing the variations and delay between
the radio emission from the innermost jet regions and the neutrino detection event. On the
other hand, owing to its monitoring and observing agility capabilities, the ngEHT will help
to more accurately localize the neutrino emission sources by triggering prompt observations
when a detection event occurs (see Y. Y. Kovalev et al., this issue of Galaxies).

The ngEHT will also provide essential details about the innermost regions of blazar jets,
allowing us to disentangle the different regions where visible, X-ray, and γ-ray emission origi-
nates (e.g., near the SMBH, in the jet’s acceleration zone, in a standing shock, in a moving knot,
in a kink, in regions of magnetic reconnection, etc.), and to better understand the mechanisms
and physical processes responsible for the observed emission. The time-domain imaging
capabilities of the ngEHT will allow matching of events in the jet with outbursts of high-energy
photons with high accuracy. Moreover, multi-epoch and multi-frequency ngEHT polarization
observations will allow investigations of the possible connection of magnetic field variations
with the high-energy emission events [e.g., 40]. This can be done by determining the time
evolution of fundamental polarization parameters, such as the fractional polarization, rotation
of the polarization plane, and Faraday rotation measure.

2.6. Polarization and magnetic field studies

The ngEHT will allow the characterization of the polarized radio emission in the near
vicinity of the SMBH and constrain the magnetic field geometry, the plasma temperature, and
the underlying particle density. This will determine whether the magnetic field is helical, as
predicted by most theories, turbulent, or compressed by shocks [e.g., 41–43]. The presence of
an ionized medium with a magnetic field causes the direction of linear polarization to rotate
as radio waves pass through it; also known as Faraday rotation. MWL observations with the
ngEHT can measure this effect to explore the medium both inside and surrounding the jet near
its vertex. This can determine whether the jet is confined by a wind, an accretion flow, or its
own magnetic field. Moreover, with the ngEHT it will be possible to measure the velocity field
at the base of the jet, allowing us to test the different magneto-hydrodynamic jet formation
models on scales of hundreds to thousands of Schwarzschild radii, and conclusively determine
whether the jets are powered by the extraction of rotational energy from the spinning black
hole [Blandford-Znajek process, 44] or from the accretion flow [Blandford-Payne process, 45].

Synergies with current (Imaging X-ray Polarimetry Explorer – IXPE [46]) and future (e.g.,
e-XTP [47], COSI [48]) high-energy polarimeters can also prove invaluable. The combination
of broadband radio polarization from ngEHT and high-energy polarization observations will
allow us to distinguish between shock and magnetic reconnection models for the particle
energization in the jets [e.g., 20,49], as well as accurately pin-point the particle acceleration
regions. This could have significant implications for models of jet propagation as well as
the nature of the blazar core (see section 2.2). It will also bring a unique view of the spatial
evolution of the magnetic field configuration on diverse scales from the vicinity of the black
hole to pc and kpc away.
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3. Technical requirements

In order to measure Faraday rotation and gradients in the magnetic field of the most
compact regions of jets, and other µas-scale emission regions, simultaneous multi-frequency
ngEHT polarization observations are required (see A. Ricarte et al., this issue of Galaxies). This
can be implemented in several ways: (1) by using antennas whose frequency can be switched
quickly, as is the case, for example, for the VLBA; (2) by combining ngEHT observations with
other VLBI arrays (e.g., VLBA or next-generation VLA, at 43 and 86 GHz, respectively), or with
other future space observatories (e.g., Millimetron); (3) by splitting the ngEHT into sub-arrays
operating at different frequencies.

To achieve the science goals presented in this paper it will be essential to access the
innermost jet regions, with typical 230 GHz flux densities ranging from a fraction to a few tens
of mJy. For this reason, a sub-mJy sensitivity will be an essential requirement for the ngEHT,
achievable thanks to the next-generation receivers and the addition of new telescopes to the
array. More details about the sensitivity requirements will be presented in M. Johnson et al.
in prep. In order to unambiguously connect MWL flaring and neutrino emission events to
changes in the jets, monitoring capabilities are required for the ngEHT at a cadence shorter than
the lifetime of the above-mentioned multi-messenger events. This could be possible during 1-2
week campaigns in the fortunate case that we are indeed observing a source with such an event.
Either year-long or multiple weeks-long sessions per year would produce a high chance of
success. Such multi-epoch ngEHT observations will need to be coordinated with other existing
facilities, as well as with the new generation of instruments, such as the Cherenkov Telescope
Array (CTA), LISA, and Athena. Moreover, the Russian-led next generation millimeter-band
Space VLBI mission Millimetron, when launched, will provide a space arm to the ngEHT. This
will enhance the resolution of the ngEHT to provide both space VLBI imaging, although with
somewhat limited uv-coverage, and uv-domain studies of photon rings.
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